Forward:
When remembering back on my claying, I can honestly say a few things: the things I have
made that have pleased me the most have all been based on leftover clay. When I have
made a mistaken cane, have tons of distorted cane ends, or have really messed up the
design I was trying to make, it is "free clay." I do not feel like it is wasting the clay if I
play with it. It is already gone, so I as well may have fun with it. I do not wait to get
results; I just let myself go wild with the clay. I think I sometimes am expecting too
much from myself while claying, and that makes some of the magic vanish. But when
playing with leftover clay, mud, marbled clay (I generally call the pile mess), I am allowing
myself to do whatever I feel like doing. Sometimes that will lead to the gate to new
designs and even some kinds of techniques.
The second note is when I first discovered the amazement of mirror images: every time
one cuts a lump of clay, a mirror image as both sides are similar appears. Wowzie. I
remember sitting at my table, not knowing any other clayers - or even that there were
other clayers - gazing at the lump in my hands in total awe: there was a lion in the clay,
having two eyes and lots of hair. I tried to save the image, tried to assemble the thing
and bake it. Unfortunately I did not succeed there. But from that day I have been playing
with mirrors from time to time, especially when I have leftover Skinner blends. They
make the mirrors amazing.
And now to the part all have been waiting for:
Instructions:
You need:
Leftover clay: cane ends and messed things mainly in same colour family (blues, reds
or yellows)
Sharp blade
Rolling pin
Oven to bake the clay
STEP ONE:
Take your lump of leftover clay and play with it to get it
little warmer. Make a ball and make a square log out of it.

STEP TWO:
Take your blade and cut slices of the same
thickness from your cane. Somewhere around 1- 2
mm (1/6th inch) is good.

STEP THREE:
You get mirror images with the surfaces where you
have cut the slices apart. I am first taking pairs of
slices out of this cane, turning first piece around,
then taking the second piece and looking which
side is the best mirror picture.
All four sides are mirrors with their pair. You
don't necessarily need to use the bottom side to
make the mirror image.
Then I am pairing the rest of the cane. I may
have plenty of small mirror images on my table. Sometimes I use the pairs to cover a pen,
but this time we are heading for a pendant. I choose two pairs that make some kind of
goddess / sea figure. As you see, I did not have perfectly square slices. Let's not worry
about it now: we will fix it later.
STEP FOUR:
I took some ugly slices and discarded ends from my socalled mirror cane and the ends of it and made a sheet
from it on the thickest settings of my pasta machine.
You don't necessarily need a pasta machine for this.
Just roll about 1 mm (1/16th inch) thick sheet from
leftover clay. I am putting my mirror image on top of
that.
STEP FIVE:
After rolling over the piece to remove the seams, I
trim the borders. I first made a square but it was dull,
so I also cut the corners to have some extra energy to
my piece.
Now the piece gets baked in the oven with the
manufacturer's recommended temperature and time. I
tend to cover pieces having white with an extra sheet
of paper. My oven sometimes spikes, so I have noticed
this prevents the yellowing of whites.
After baking, the piece is left to cool.

